O’DONOGHUE FARMS
TURNS OVER A NEW
LEAF ON MAINTENANCE

Dear Texas Refinery Corp:
I just wanted to take the time to tell you and the rest of the world how impressed we are with the premium
products we have been getting. Not only has the product line been outstanding, but the service has been
phenomenal.
We operate crop and cattle farms in both western and central Kentucky. We have used several products
and are completely satisfied with everything we have used thus far. Among the products we have used,
Tireseal has been extremely beneficial for many reasons. During hay season, down equipment time could
mean good hay versus hay that got rained on. Thanks to the Tireseal product, we have much less stop
time with our tubeless tire equipment during hay season. I actually used it first on a rake tire that I never
thought would ever hold air again. Needless to say, we are still using the tire to this day - 6 weeks later! The
simplicity of using the Tireseal has even been beneficial for 2 young nephews that help me rake and tether
hay during the summers off school. My girlfriend was able to repair a 13.6-24 tractor tire by herself. The
tire was full of multiple red thorn punctures. She had no complications with the repair and was able to finish
bush hogging pasture for the first time this season.
The Suresta Moly Chain oil has been used on both the hay roller chains and corn planter chains. The
gentleman that has been our righthand man for the last 35 yrs. with this farming operation stated that he
would never be without the chain lube during corn planting season. His 35 yrs experience of farming on this
operation has been a blessing and his opinions are weighed heavily on the O’Donoghue Farms.
Super-eez penetrating oil is not only in the shop but every service truck we have. As any farmer knows,
you never get finished working on equipment and rust and “frozen” parts are a pain. So, the Super-eez is
a must for us as well as the crew who helps repair or maintain any of the equipment.
I feel confident we will be using more TRC products in the future! I have complete confidence in the products
and the service TRC provides.
Sincerely,
David K. O’Donoghue
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